
Welcome! 
Day 1 
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Opening 
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• Welcome 
remarks

• Introductions



GROUP
PHOTO
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Introduction 
and course 
expectations
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Objectives
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1. Demonstrate behaviors and understand 
values that contribute to safe & supportive 
service culture in health emergencies

2. Improve competences to provide first-
line support to survivors of violence, 
including how to access additional 
resources and support for patients and for 
oneself in health emergencies

3. Demonstrate clinical skills to respond to 
violence against women in emergencies

4. Develop appropriate technical knowledge 
and competencies to conduct trainings on 
responding to and preventing violence 
against women in the context of disasters 
and health emergencies



Orientation 
and 

background



Ground rules
Timeliness
Learn & work together
Respect each other

• Listen with an open mind
• Let everyone participate
• Express disagreements respectfully
• Give feedback constructively
❌ Interrupting others

Safe space
• Respect confidentiality, personal info stays in the room

Be present
Use of electronics, video, mute button

Suggestions to improve are welcome!
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VAW as a 
public health 
problem
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Any public or private act of 
gender-based violence that results 
in, or is likely to result in physical, 
sexual or psychological harm or 
suffering to women, including 
threats of such acts, coercion, or 
arbitrary deprivation of liberty 
with the family or general 
community

Violence 
against women 9



Intimate 
partner 
violence:
the most 
common form 
of violence 
experienced by 
women
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Violence against women…
…takes many forms
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Do 
emergencies/ 
disasters 
impact 
VAW trends? 

Interpersonal 
violence in 
emergencies

Pre-existing - exists 
independent of, or prior to 
emergency or conflict

Emergency-related - specific 
to/resulting from the disaster 
or conflict

Humanitarian-related - caused 
directly or indirectly by  
humanitarian environment



“Protection of all persons affected 
and at risk must inform humanitarian 

decision-making and response…it 
must be central to our preparedness 
efforts, as part of immediate and life-

saving activities….”



Ignoring violence can do harm
Provider behaviour

• Blames or disrespects 
women or girls

• Doesn’t recognize VAW 
behind chronic or 
recurring conditions

• Fails to provide post-rape 
care or address VAW in 
FP, STI/HIV care

• Breaches privacy or 
confidentiality

• Ignores signs of fear or 
emotional distress

Possible consequences
• Inflicts additional emotional 

distress or trauma
• Woman receives 

inappropriate or inadequate 
medical care

• Unwanted pregnancy, STIs, 
HIV, unsafe abortion, more 
violence

• Partner or family member 
becomes violent after 
overhearing information

• Woman is later injured, killed 
or commits suicide
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“The doctor helped me feel 
better by saying that I don’t 
deserve this treatment, and he 
helped me to make a plan to 
leave the house the next time my 
husband  became violent .”

— Salvadoran woman
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Violence is preventable:
Small changes make a BIG difference



Health workers are often the first professional that women 
survivors tell about the violence they have experienced

Percentage of women who had told others, and persons whom they told about the violence, among women 
experiencing physical or sexual partner violence: National Women’s Health Survey Trinidad and Tobago, 2017
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Health providers and health 
systems have a critical role in 
supporting women, minimizing 
the impact of violence and 
preventing violence

Why health systems?
• Women and girls experiencing violence are more likely 

to use health services
• Health-care providers are often women’s first point of 

professional contact
• All women are likely to seek health services at some 

point in their lives
18
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Role of health-care providers
 Do no harm

 Identify violence

 Empathic response

 Clinical care

 Referrals as needed

 Documentation

 Medico-legal evidence

 Advocacy as community role models



Providers 
are NOT 
responsible 
for

• Solving violence-
related issues

• Addressing all 
violence-related 
needs

• Addressing all 
aspects of 
treatment, care & 
support in one 
consultation
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WHAT WE CAN DRAW ON: RESOURCES
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VIDEO: Violence against women: 
Strengthening the health system response

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Qc_GHITvTmI
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Qc_GHITvTmI


Why does it matter: public health
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Effects on 
children

• Higher rates of infant mortality
• Behaviour problems
• Anxiety, depression, attempted suicide
• Poor school performance
• Experiencing or perpetrating violence as adults
• Physical injury or health complaints
• Lost productivity in adulthood

Effects on 
families

• Inability to work
• Lost wages and productivity
• Housing instability

Social and 
economic 
effects

• Costs of services incurred by victims and families 
(health, social, justice)

• Lost workplace productivity and costs to employers
• Perpetuation of violence

Why does it matter: society
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Why does it matter: internationally
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Includes a range of 
indicators for 
monitoring progress on 
preventing and 
responding to VAW
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Timeline of achievements in Belize

?

?

?

?

?
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Why does it matter: nationally
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The Belize 
context
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Belize: Context

• Belize’s Ministry of Human Development ensures national programming and budget 
allocations correspond with existing legal frameworks. 

• Many practices promoting gender inequality are cultural constructs, which laws alone 
cannot change.

• Women unemployment remains high (double as that of men).
• Early drop-out rates of girls from school and lack of measures to ensure teenage 

mothers stay or return to school.
• Social expectations on women + traditional roles
• Social and cultural barriers impede women from participating in politics.
• Lack of sex-disaggregated data for many sectors
• No mechanisms in place to ensure employers and households comply with domestic 

workers minimum wage regulations.
• Women living in rural areas have very limited access to services, including health.

Gender Inequality and Gender Based Violence
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Belize: Context ctd
Gender Based Violence: Forced Marriage and Unions of Children. Source: girlsnotbrides.org

• Concerning high rates of prevalence of GBV → survivors continue to be 
advised to return to their abusive partners, are not believed, are blamed for 
the abuse and continue to be abused.

• There was a notable rise in sexual violence during 2022 (reported rapes and 
unlawful sexual intercourse)

• Very low rate of prosecutions and convictions, access to justice for 
survivors.

• Despite criminalization of marital rape, it is unclear if there have been any 
prosecutions so far. 

• Belize is a destination for trafficked women from El Salvador, Guatemala, 
Honduras and Nicaragua.

• Belize is one of the countries with highest prevalence of Child, Early and 
Forced Marriage and Unions (CEFMU) in Latin America and the Caribbean

• 34% of girls in Belize are married or united before their 18th birthday, 
6% before the age of 15

• 22% of boys are married or united before their 18th birthday, 5% before 
the age of 15

• CEFMU most prevalent in the south, especially among indigenous 
populations.
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Belize: Context, ctd
Access to Sexual and Reproductive Health Services

• Basic SRH is free in Belize, and available in all public hospitals → it is only 
accessible to those above the age of 16. 

• High maternal mortality rates and increasing number of deaths resulting 
from self induced abortions.

• Pregnant women tend to seek healthcare in advanced stages of pregnancy.
• Maternal and child health care programme supports community 

intervention programmes with voluntary family planning and preventative 
measures → but no clear outreach strategy.

• Adolescent birth rate (ages 10-14) has been declining. As of 2015, Belize 
averaged 74 per 1000 adolescent 15-19 years. But it is still a grave concern. 

• School-based programmes highlight prevention and curative measures 
around safe sex practices as part of the Health and Family Life Education 
curriculum at primary school, and positive youth development curriculum at 
secondary school level → several barriers to implement in schools managed 
by faith based organizations and not as robust as before.

• As healthcare providers, are you legally bound to mandatory reporting 
laws concerning the provision of services and reporting to the police?
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Belize Roadmap

1990

Ratified CRC 
and the 
CEDAW

Belém do 
Pará 

Convention

1996

CEDAW 
Universal 
Periodic 
Review 

2013 2017

SDG 
Voluntary 
National 
Review

2018

UNGA on 
CEFMU Belize 
co-sponsored

2018

Raised 
minimum 

age for 
marriage to 

18 years

2013

Montevideo 
Consensus on 

Population 
and 

Development

2020

Spotlight 
Initiative 

Belize 
Country 

Programme

2018

National 
Roadmap to 

Address 
CEFMU (no 
updates on 
its launch)

2013

Revised 
National 
Gender  
Policy

1995

Beijing Declaration 
and Platform for 

Action 

2012

Trafficking in 
Persons 

Prohibition 
Act

Commercial 
Sexual 

Exploitation 
of Children 
Prohibition 

Act

20122007

Domestic 
Violence Act 

Revised

2017

GBV Plan of 
Action 

(2017-2020)

2020

GBV 
Referral 

Pathways
+ Victim 

Complaints 
Mechanism 
Developed

National 
Assessment 

of Safe 
Shelters

20222004

National 
GBV 

Committee
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Break



Understanding 
the Survivor’s 
Experience
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Understanding the survivor’s perspective

34
https://www.paho.org/vaw-interactive-tools/eng/decision_making/story.html

https://www.paho.org/vaw-interactive-tools/eng/decision_making/story.html


Barriers to VAW help seeking
• The violence was normal or 

not serious 

• She was afraid of 
consequences/threats/mor
e violence

• She was embarrassed or 
afraid of being blamed or 
not believed

• She was afraid of bringing 
shame on her family 

• She may fear economic 
hardship or manipulation 

• She was afraid it would 
result in separating children 
and father

• She could not get there 
safely

• She was busy with other 
tasks

35



What are 
some 
groups 
that are at 
particular 
risk in 
your 
context?
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Explaining 
concepts and 
definitions: GBV 
in emergencies 
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Concepts and definitions
Sex and Gender

Sex is assigned at birth, it is based on the 
genitals and chromosomes you are born 
with; this is usually male or female and 
goes on your birth certificate. It is a label.

*Intersex people are born with a 
combination of both male and female 
biological characteristics and therefore 
don’t fit the assigned sex or genders of 
male and female.

Gender is a social construct and legal 
status (usually male or female). It is a set 
of expectations from society, about 
behaviors, characteristics, and thoughts of 
how you should behave, based on your 
sex. 

Each culture has standards about the way 
people should behave based on their 
gender. Instead of it being about body 
parts, it is more about how you are 
expected to act, because of your sex. 
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Concepts and definitions
Sexual Orientation and Gender Identity

Sexual Orientation refers to an inherent enduring emotional, 
romantic or sexual attraction to other people. It is about who you 
are attracted to and want to have relationships with. 

Types of sexual orientations include:
- People who are attracted to people from the same sex call 

themselves homosexual. Women atracted to women call 
themselves lesbian or gay. Men attracted to men call 
themselves gay. 

- People who are attracted to people from a different sex, 
often call themselves heterosexuals.

- People who are attracted to both men and women, often 
call themselves bisexual.

- People who don’t experience any sexual attraction for 
anyone often call themselves asexual. 

- People whose attraction span accross different gender 
identities may call themselves pansexual or queer.

- People who are unsure about their sexual orientation, 
often call themselves questioning or curious.

Gender identity refers to how you feel inside 
and how you choose to express yourself 
through personal appearances and behaviors, 
it can be the same or different from the one 
assigned at birth. It is not about who you are 
attracted to, but about who you ARE. It is a 
feeling that begins very early in life.

There are many types of gender identities:
- People who identify as the same sex and 

gender they were assigned at birth, are 
cisgender.

- People who identify as the other gender 
from their assigned sex are 
transgender/trans.

- People whose gender identity does not 
match traditional genders of people who 
don’t have/express a gender identity are 
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Power 
imbalance/abuse

Gender 
inequality

Disregard for human 
rights

Culture/traditionsNorms

Poverty
Alcohol/drug 
abuse

War/conflictNatural 
Disasters

Pandemics
Education (or lack of 
thereof)

Refugee 
influx

Psychological ViolenceSocio Economic 
violence

Sexual 
Violence

Physical 
Violence

Death

Disabilit
y

Medical 
Complications

Depression

Fistula

Guilt

Women and girls 
and the LGBTQI 
populations are 

disproportionately 
affected by GBV!
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Concepts and definitions
Gender Based Violence

An umbrella term for any harmful act that is perpetrated against
a person’s will and that is based on socially ascribed (i.e. gender)
differences between males and females.

It includes acts that inflict physical, sexual or mental harm or
suffering, threats of such acts, coercion, and other deprivations of
liberty. These acts can occur in public or in private.

Interagency Standing Committee. Guidelines for Gender-based Violence Interventions in 
Humanitarian Emergencies. IASC (2005)

https://interagencystandingcommittee.org/iasc-sub-working-group-gender-and-humanitarian-action/iasc-guidelines-gender-based-violence
https://interagencystandingcommittee.org/iasc-sub-working-group-gender-and-humanitarian-action/iasc-guidelines-gender-based-violence
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Concepts and definitions
Forms of GBV
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Concepts and definitions
Power and control wheel

Intimate partner violence is a pattern of
behaviour in an intimate relationship (for
example, in a marriage or dating relationship)
that is used by one person in the relationship
to gain or maintain power and control over
the other.
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GBV in Emergencies
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Greater impact on women and 
girls

● The caregiving role women and girls are expected to take on at home, 
may expose them to greater health risks.

● Social norms in some contexts dictate women and girls will be the last 
ones to benefit from health care and general access to humanitarian 
relief items. 

● Migrant and refugee women and girls are at even higher risks, as their 
situations are not regularized and most times not able to access basic 
services and dealing with xenophobia and discrimination.

● Structural violence against the elderly, particularly older women, limit 
their ability to meet basic needs and access relief services, placing 
them at even higher risks of GBV. They usually face economic 
deprivation, leaving them dependant on social help or caretakers. 

● Women and girls living with disabilities will be at higher risks of GBV 
when in isolation with their perpetrators, and will face greater 
challenges in reporting incidents and accessing life-saving services. 

● Service providers and general population usually assume persons 
living with disabilities are not at risk of GBV because of their 
disabilities. 
Persons identifying as LGBTQI face particular risks of GBV and 
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During emergencies, it is your 
responsibility:



Guiding 
principles and 
moving forward 
with the health 
system response
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Response

Mitigation

Prevention

48
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GBV Guiding Principles and the 
Survivor-centered Approach

The survivor’s wishes determine the care that you give. You act in response to 
their wishes, provide the best care possible, and avoid causing further harm. 



What does it mean?
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AUTONOMY:
RESPECT OF THE SURVIVOR
ABILITY TO MAKE DECISIONS
WITHIN THEIR CONTEXT

THE HIGHEST ATTAINABLE 
STANDARD OF HEALTH: 
QUALITY HEALTH CARE FROM
SKILLED PROVIDERS

NON-
DISCRIMINATION: 
TREATING PEOPLE WITHOUT
PREJUDICE

FREEDOM FROM 
VIOLENCE AND FEAR: 
PROMOTE SAFETY AND DO
NO HARM

PRIVACY & 
CONFIDENTIALITY: 
DURING INTERACTIONS WITH
PROVIDERS,  DOCUMENTATION
AND REFERRAL

GENDER EQUALITY: 
RESPECT DIGNITY
DO NOT BLAME NOR JUDGE
ACKNOWLEDGE POWER
DYNAMICS
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Recap & closing



End of Day Evaluation
52
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